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Abstract: Granulocyte colony-stimulating factors (G-CSFs) have been used post hematopoietic stem cell transplant 
(HSCT) for earlier neutrophil engraftment. The use of G-CSFs, and their effect on other post-HSCT outcomes remains 
debatable. In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we searched PubMed, Embase, Cochrane library, Google 
Scholar, and IndMed using a predefined search strategy. We included randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and non-
randomized studies (NRSs) reporting data on G-CSF administration post-HSCT, published in the English language 
from their inception until Jan 31, 2021. The primary outcome of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to 
evaluate the time to neutrophil engraftment (NE). The secondary outcomes were probability of NE, time to plate-
let engraftment (PE), the incidence of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), duration of hospital stay (HS), and over-
all survival (OS). The review is registered with PROSPERO (CRD42020206989). Fourteen studies were extracted 
(n=9850), of which five were RCTs, and nine were NRSs. As per Egger’s test, publication bias was not present for 
any outcome. After meta-analysis, we found that the duration of NE favouring G-CSF arm from RCTs was -0.94 days 
(SMD) [(95% CI: -1.38, -0.51); I2=35%], and from NRSs -1.2 days (SMD) [(95% CI: -1.43, -0.96); I2=74%]. For the 
outcome of GVHD, the relative risks (RR) of incidence for chronic GVHD and overall GVHD were not significant for 
the RCTs, and these were 1.11 (RR) [(95% CI: 1.00, 1.22); I2=43%] and 1.10 (RR) [(95% CI: 1.03, 1.18); I2=48%], 
respectively for NRSs. There was no difference in the incidence of GVHD (acute or chronic) in both arms. No signifi-
cant difference was found between the two arms for the outcomes of PE, HS, and OS. For NE, there was a marginal 
benefit of around one day with the use of G-CSF. The use of G-CSF did not alter time to PE, the incidence of GVHD, 
HS, and OS in both arms.
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Introduction

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factors (G-CSFs) 
are used in hematopoietic stem cell transplant 
(HSCT) post-infusion of the hematopoietic stem 
cells (HSCs) to accelerate the recovery of neu-
trophils. There is evidence to support that use 
of G-CSF could shorten the duration of hospital 
stay [1]. Both G-CSF and granulocyte mono-
cyte-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) were 
used post HSCT for accelerating neutrophil 
recovery in the past, but it is G-CSF that is pre-
dominantly used these days [2]. There is evi-

dence that the use of G-CSF post HSCT may be 
associated with an increased risk of graft ver-
sus host disease (GVHD) [3]. Whether the 
reduction in the duration and severity of neutro-
penia post HSCT translates into a better overall 
survival, betterment in quality of life, or a reduc-
tion in costs of treatment is open to question. A 
systematic review and meta-analysis conduct-
ed by Dekker et al. (2006) showed that post 
HSCT, colony-stimulating factors (CSFs) reduced 
the risk of documented infections (relative risk 
[RR] 0.87; 95% CI, 0.76 to 1.00; P=.05) and 
duration of parenteral antibiotics (weighted 
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mean difference, -1.39 days, 95% CI, -2.56 to 
-0.22; P=.02) but did not reduce infection-relat-
ed mortality (TRM) (RR, 0.76; 95% CI, 0.41 to 
1.44; P=0.4). CSFs did not increase grade 2 to 
4 acute GVHD (RR, 1.03; 95% CI, 0.81 to 1.31; 
P=.8) or TRM (RR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.78 to 1.29; 
P=.98). This analysis by Dekker et al. was 
detailed, but it was an analysis only of random-
ized controlled trials (RCTs) published up to 
2006 [4]. This study did not analyze the evi-
dence from non-randomized studies (NRSs).

Further, it included many studies that used 
GM-CSF, a colony-stimulating factor that is no 
longer used for the given indication. Their anal-
ysis included studies on both autologous and 
allogeneic HSCT. Subsequently, a review pub-
lished by Trivedi et al. in 2009 [1] also described 
the use of G-CSF in both autologous and alloge-
neic settings. The authors did not perform a 
meta-analysis of the studies. They reported 
that post HSCT, G-CSF is commonly used to 
enhance stem cell engraftment to minimize the 
morbidity and mortality associated with pro-
longed neutropenia. They concluded that the 
use of G-CSF given after allogeneic transplan-
tation has been shown to be reasonably safe 
and effective in reducing the time to neutrophil 
engraftment by 1-2 days in most studies; 
However, there is no consensus on the optimal 
use of G-CSF after high-dose chemotherapy fol-
lowed by HSCT [1]. Subsequent to these 
reviews, more studies have been published 
which have tried to address this issue.

The aim of our study was to conduct an updat-
ed systematic review and meta-analysis to 
revisit the status of evidence regarding the use 
of G-CSF post hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plant. Our objective was to determine the 
impact of G-CSF versus the comparator (either 
placebo or no drug) on the outcomes of neutro-
phil engraftment (NE), platelet engraftment 
(PE), acute graft versus host disease (ac GVHD) 
grade II-IV, chronic graft versus host disease 
(ch GVHD), duration of hospital stay (HS), and 
overall survival (OS) post allogeneic HSCT.

Methods

Overview

This study was exempted from approval of  
our Institute Ethics Committee (IEC). We used 
the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) state-
ment for reporting systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses as a guide for this study [5] 
(Appendix 1). The protocol for the review  
was registered with the International Pro- 
spective Register of Systematic Reviews (PR- 
OSPERO) database (CRD42020206989) [6].

Search strategy and selection criteria

We searched the databases of PubMed, 
Embase, Cochrane library, Google Scholar, and 
IndMed using a predefined search strategy 
(Appendix 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3). We searched rel-
evant articles from their inception till Jan 31, 
2021. Hand-searching of the references of rel-
evant articles was done. Further, we also did a 
hand-search of the abstracts published in the 
EBMT, SIOP, and ASBMT meetings from 2001 
to 2020. We searched the publications pub-
lished in the English language only. The search 
was carried out independently by two investiga-
tors (AKG and JPM). Any discrepancy was 
resolved by the third author (PH).

Eligibility criteria

Studies that had reported the use of G-CSF 
post allogeneic HSCT and had compared the 
outcomes with patients in which either no 
G-CSF or placebo was used were included. 
There were no restrictions based on age, dis-
ease, type of allogeneic HSCT, source of HSC, 
type of conditioning regimen, and GVHD pro-
phylaxis. The meta-analysis was done for the 
following predefined clinical outcomes: time to 
NE and probability of NE, time to PE, ac GVHD 
gr II-IV, ch GVHD, HS, and OS. The characteris-
tics of the studies in terms of age, conditioning, 
type of donor, source of HSC, the dose of stem 
cells, and GVHD prophylaxis used were also 
noted.

Data extraction and risk of bias assessment

We designed a data collection form in Microsoft 
Excel [7] to extract and enter the relevant data-
fields from the selected full-text studies. The 
data collection sheet included the author’s 
information, year of publication, patient num-
bers, type of conditioning, stem cell source, 
type of donor, stem cell dose, data on NE, PE, 
ac GVHD, ch GVHD, duration of HS, and OS. The 
Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NOS) [8], modified for 
cohort studies, was used to assess the quality 
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of NRSs included in this review [9]. Using NOS 
criteria, quality assessment was performed by 
using nine items allocated to three main cate-
gories: selection (score 4), comparability (score 
2), and outcomes assessment (score 3). The 
interpretation of the scores were as follows: 
Good quality: 3 or 4 stars in selection domain 
AND 1 or 2 stars in comparability domain AND 
2 or 3 stars in outcome/exposure domain; Fair 
quality: 2 stars in selection domain AND 1 or 2 
stars in comparability domain AND 2 or 3 stars 
in outcome/exposure domain; Poor quality: 0 or 
1 star in selection domain OR 0 stars in compa-
rability domain OR 0 or 1 stars in outcome/
exposure domain.

For the RCTs, we used version 2 of the Cochrane 
risk-of-bias tool (ROB2) and analyzed the risk of 
bias (ROB) for all the outcomes [10]. The 
assessment was done for the domains of the 
randomization process, deviations from intend-
ed interventions, missing outcome data, mea-
surement of outcome, and selection of report-
ed results. The final assessment for each study 
was graded as low risk, some concerns, or high 
risk.

Outcomes

The primary outcome of this systematic review 
and meta-analysis was to determine the time to 
NE. The secondary outcomes were probability 
of NE, time to PE, ac GVHD gr II-IV, ch GVHD, HS, 
and OS.

Data-analysis and statistical methods

All meta-analyses were performed using R and 
dependencies, and the random-effects model 
was considered for pooling the effect size. 
Categorical data were compared using the 
Mantel-Haenszel method with fixed effect mea-
sures that produced relative risk (RR) with 95% 
confidence intervals (95% CIs). Continuous 
data were compared using inverse variance 
with random effect measures with data pre-
sented as standardized mean difference (SMD) 
with 95% CIs. As per the recommendation of 
the Cochrane guidebook for meta-analysis, we 
conducted separate analyses for the RCTs and 
the NRSs for each of the following outcomes: 
the time (in days) to achieve NE, the probability 
of NE, time (in days) to achieve PE, GVHD, HS, 
and OS. For GVHD, we also performed a sub-
group analysis based on the acute or chronic 

nature of the GVHD. The heterogeneity of the 
research results was determined by the calcu-
lation of a I2 statistic and p-value. If the 95% CI 
of outcomes for RR did not include 1, or  
for SMD did not include zero, then we conclud-
ed that the outcomes were statistically 
significant.

Between studies, heterogeneity was quantified 
by Higgin’s & Thompson’s I2 value; an I2 of >50% 
was investigated. The investigation initially 
checked for errors due to data entry. To further 
explore the heterogeneity, we identified studies 
that were an outlier if that study’s CI did not 
overlap with the CI of the pooled effect, i.e., 
checking for extremely large effect sizes or 
extremely small effect sizes. We generated the 
pooled effect size again after the removal of 
those studies by updating the metanalysis. 
Outlier studies were removed. Since I2 is affect-
ed by study size, we also calculated the predic-
tion interval to determine the range within 
which a potential future study might be 
present.

Publication bias was looked for by assessing 
asymmetry around pooled effect size in the fun-
nel plot, visually; statistical assessment of the 
asymmetry was done using Egger’s test of the 
intercept (Appendix 3), wherein a significant 
result (P<0.05) indicated the presence of sub-
stantial asymmetry of the funnel plot. The risk 
of bias was plotted for the RCTs using the excel 
workbook of ROB2 [10].

Results

Search results

A total of 3236 abstracts were screened, and 
60 abstracts were selected whose full texts 
were evaluated. After the review of the full 
texts, 14 studies (20 comparison groups; 
described below) were included for the final 
analysis. The flowchart of the studies is shown 
in Figure 1.

Description of the studies

Amongst the studies selected, 5 were RCTs (6 
comparison groups) [11-16] and 9 NRSs (14 
comparison groups) [2, 3, 17-23]. A few of these 
studies have compared various subgroups who 
either got G-CSF (G-CSF arm) or placebo/no 
G-CSF (control arm) post-infusion of HSC, and 
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the data were presented in these studies as 
per the subgroups; we decided to analyze them 
as separate studies/groups. Thus, out of 5 
RCTs, we had six groups for comparison [11-
16], and out of 9 NRSs, we had 14 groups (total 
20 comparison groups) [2, 3, 17-23].

Creation of comparison groups within studies

The study by Dallorso et al. had two groups-
matched family donor (MFD) (n=53) and 
matched unrelated donor (MUD) (n=38), so it 
was analyzed as two studies; Dallorso-A and 
Dallorso-B [14]. Similarly, the study by Schriber 
et al., was divided into two groups based on the 
GVHD prophylaxis used as Schriber-A [cyclo-
sporine (CSA)/methotrexate (MTX)/predniso-
lone (PSE)] [n=17 (G-CSF) vs n=27 (control)] 
and Schriber-B [cyclosporine (CSA)/predniso-
lone (PSE)] [n=13 (G-CSF) vs n=25 (control)] 
studies [17]. The studies by Ringden et al. [20] 
were analysed as Ringden-A (BM) [n=501 
(G-CSF) vs n=1288 (control)] and Ringden-B 
(PB) [n=175 (G-CSF) vs n=259 (control)] stud-
ies. The study by Khoury et al. [21] was anal-
ysed as three studies: Khoury-A (HLA-identical 
sibling bone marrow) [n=282 (G-CSF) vs 
n=1153 (control)], Khoury-B (HLA-identical sib-
ling peripheral blood) [n=216 (G-CSF) vs n=393 
(control)] and Khoury-C (Matched unrelated 
bone marrow) [n=270 (G-CSF) vs n=405 (con-

adult and pediatric patients [2, 15, 19-21], two 
groups included exclusively pediatric patients 
[14], and there was no mention of the age in 
one group [3]. Characteristics of all the includ-
ed studies in the meta-analysis are provided in 
Table 2.

In eight of the groups, peripheral blood (PB) 
was used as an HSC source [11-13, 19-23], and 
in 10, it was bone marrow (BM) [14-18]. In two 
groups, both PB and BM were employed as an 
HSC source [2, 3].

The type of conditioning used was mentioned in 
16 groups, whereas it was not mentioned for 
four [14, 20]. It was myeloablative (MA) in 12 
groups [2, 11-13, 15-19, 21], and a combina-
tion of MA and reduced-intensity conditioning 
(RIC) in 4 groups [3, 22, 23]. In 13 groups, a 
matched family donor (MFD) was the HSC donor 
[2, 3, 11, 12, 14-17, 19-21, 23]. A matched 
unrelated donor (MUD) was used in 4 studies 
[14, 18, 21, 23] and a combination of MUD and 
MFD in 2 studies [3, 22]. The dose of G-CSF 
varied between the groups compared, and in 
the ones that mentioned it, the dose was 5 
mcg/kg/day for five [2, 15, 16, 18, 22], and 10 
mcg/kg/day for four [11-14]. The day of G-CSF 
initiation post the infusion of HSC had a range 
from 0 days to 10 days. The route of GSCF used 
was intravenous in seven [14-16], and it was 

Figure 1. Flow diagram showing inclusion and exclusion of studies (G-CSF-
granulocyte colony stimulating factor).

trol)]. The analysis of the study 
by George et al. [23] was done 
in two groups (based on type 
of donor): George-A [MFD: 
n=313 (G-CSF) vs n=1174 
(control)] and George-B [MUD: 
n=417 (G-CSF) vs n=1658 
(control)] studies. As the study 
by Bishop et al. and Joshi et al. 
had the same set of patients, 
we analyzed them as a single 
group [11, 12]. The summary 
of the creation of groups is 
depicted in Table 1.

A total of 9850 patients were 
included in these studies 
(G-CSF arm, n=2829 and con-
trol/placebo arm, n=7021). 
Among the 20 comparison 
groups (14 studies), 9 were 
adult groups [11-13, 16-18, 
22, 23], eight groups included 
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subcutaneous (SC) in two comparison groups 
[11-13], whereas the route was not mentioned 
in the rest.

Quality assessment of the studies

The risk of bias (ROB) for the outcome of NE is 
given in Figure 2. All the RCTs had a low risk of 
bias for the above outcome [11-16]. For the 
other outcomes, none of the studies were 
adjudged to have a high risk of bias. The meth-
odological quality of the NRSs using the 
Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) for all outcomes 
is given in Table 3.

Time to achieving neutrophil engraftment

The meta-analysis of all the 6 eligible compari-
son groups (n=379) [11-16] showed that the 
use of G-CSF had an advantage for neutrophil 
engraftment [SMD: -1.46 days (95% CI: -2.32, 
-0.60); I2=92%] (Figure 3). After removal of  
the 3 outlier studies [14, 16], we included  
3 RCTs for the final meta-analysis [11-13,  
15]. (Supplementary Figures 1, 2, 3) and found 
a time to NE -0.94 days (SMD) [(95% CI: -1.38, 
-0.51); I2=35%]; favoring the G-CSF arm and the 
heterogeneity decreased substantially at this 
stage.

In the meta-analysis of the 13 NRS comparison 
groups (n=9471) [2, 3, 17-23] we found a time 
to NE of -1.68 days (SMD) [(95% CI: -2.66, 
-0.71); I2=100%] favouring the G-CSF arm 
(Figure 4). However, owing to high heterogene-
ity, a stepwise outlier study removal was per-

formed. The final analysis involving 7 NRSs 
(Supplementary Figures 4, 5, 6) showed  
the time to NE of -1.2 days (SMD) [(95% CI: 
-1.43, -0.96); I2=74%] favoring the G-CSF arm 
(Supplementary Figure 6).

We found that G-CSF was associated with a 
statistically significant earlier recovery of neu-
trophils; however, this benefit was only 1.2 days 
for NRSs and 0.94 days for RCTs.

Probability of successfully achieving neutrophil 
engraftment

We analyzed the 8 NRSs groups and one RCT 
that reported the outcome. The meta-analysis 
of the NRSs groups [3, 18, 21-23] showed a 
risk ratio (RR) of 1.1 [(95% CI: 0.99, 1.01); I2=0] 
(Figure 5), and the single RCT which reported 
the above outcome had a RR of 1.04 (95% CI: 
0.98, 1.1) [16] (Figure 6). The use of G-CSF did 
not alter the probability of achieving NE.

Time to achieve platelet engraftment

Data in relation to the time taken to achieve 
platelet engraftment was heterogenous for the 
available studies. As the definitions of PE dif-
fered amongst the studies, we included those 
studies that provided the data on time taken  
to reach an unsupported platelet count of 
>20000/mm3. Seven comparison groups 
reported the above outcome [11-13, 16-19]. In 
the meta-analysis of the 3 RCTs [11-13, 16] 
(n=237) a time to PE was 0.10 days (SMD) 
[(95% CI: -0.44, 0.64); I2=72%] was found 

Table 1. Summary of creation of comparison groups
Comparison groups’ summary

Studies Basis of grouping Groups Total 
(n)

G-CSF 
(n)

Control/placebo 
(n)

Dallorso et al., 2002 [14] Type of donor MFD: Dallorso-A 53 23 30

MUD: Dallorso-B 38 20 18

Schriber et al., 1994 [17] Type of GVHD prophylaxis CSA/MTX/PSE: Schriber-A 44 17 27

CSA/PSE: Schriber-B 38 13 25

Ringdén et al., 2004 [20] Source of stem cells BM: Ringden-A 1789 501 1288

PB: Ringden-B 434 175 259

Khoury et al., 2006 [21] Type of donor and source of stem cells HLA-identical sibling BM: Khoury-A 1435 282 1153

HLA-identical sibling PB: Khoury-B 609 216 393

Matched unrelated BM: Khoury-C 675 270 405

George et al., 2020 [23] Type of donor MFD: George-A 1487 313 1174

MUD: George-B 2075 417 1658
PB: Peripheral blood; BM: Bone marrow; MFD: Matched family donor; MUD: Matched unrelated donor; CDA: Cyclosporine; PSE: Prednisolone; MTX: Methotrexate.
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Table 2. Characteristics of all the included studies in meta-analysis

Study Year Type of 
study

Total 
patients Population G-CSF 

(n)

Control/
placebo 

(n)

Stem  
cell 

source
Conditioning Type of 

donor

Dose  
of  

G-CSF

Route  
of  

G-CSF

Day of  
G-CSF  

initiation

MNC (×108/kg)/CD34 
(×106/kg) (G-CSF arm)

MNC (×108/kg)/CD34 (×106/
kg) (control/placebo arm)

Bishop/Joshi 
[11, 12]

2000/ 
2003

RCT 50 A 26 24 PB MA MFD 10 SC 0 MNC (range): 8.09  
(2.95-15.77)
CD34 (range): 10.36  
(4.02-20.32)

MNC (range): 8.05 (5.38-14.94)
CD34 (range): 8.12 (2.2.5-26.17)

Przepiorka 
[13]

2001 RCT 42 A 21 21 PB MA Matched 
donor

10 SC 1 MNC (range): 5.8 (2.3-19.1)
CD34 (range): 4.8 (2.2-20.5)

8.3 (2.8-23.8)
CD43 (range): 4.3 (1.9-16.2)

Dallorso-A 
[14]

2002 RCT 53 P 23 30 BM MFD 10 IV 5 - -

Dallorso-B 
[14]

2002 RCT 38 P 20 18 BM MUD 10 IV 5 - -

Ernst [15] 2008 RCT 51 A, P 25 26 BM MA MFD 5 IV 0 MNC: >2 MNC: >2

Ben Othma 
[16]

2018 RCT 145 A 69 76 BM MA MFD 5 IV 7 MNC (range): 2.2 (1-3.87) MNC (range): 1.8 (0.7-4.16)

Schriber-A 
[17]

1994 NRS 44 A 17 27 BM MA MFD - - -

Schriber-B 
[17]

1994 NRS 38 A 13 25 BM MA MFD - - -

Berger [18] 1999 NRS 47 A 22 25 BM MA MUD 5 IV 1 MNC (range): 2.75 (1.53-7.5) MNC (range): 2.5 (1.2-4.25)

Ozcan [19] 2001 NRS 56 A, P 28 28 PB MA MFD IV 1 MNC (range): 7.7 (2.71-29.3)
CD34 (range): 6.4 (2.99-
30.8)

MNC (range): 6.4 (3.1-38.2)  
CD34 (range): 6.5 (2.1-18.9)

Remberger 
[20]

2003 NRS 155 A, P 66 89 BM, PB MA MFD 5 IV 10 MNC (range): 5.1 (0.8-25.6) MNC (range): 2.4 (0.7-10.7)

Ringdén-A 
[20]

2004 NRS 1789 A, P 501 1288 BM MFD - - 4 (0-14) MNC (range): 2.92 (0.02-90)
CD34 (range): 3.52 (1-82.2)

MNC (range): 2.75 (0.15-73) 
CD34 (range): 3.5 (1.04-82)

Ringdén-B 
[20]

2004 NRS 434 A, P 175 259 PB MFD - - 7 (0-14) MNC (range): 8.4 (0.5-42)
CD34 (range): 5.7 (1.5-83.5)

MNC (range): 9.55 (0.5-83)
CD34 (range): 6.1 (1-70)

Khoury-A 
[21]

2006 NRS 1435 A, P 282 1153 BM MA MFD - - 5 (0-7) - -

Khoury-B 
[21]

2006 NRS 609 A, P 216 393 PB MA MFD - - 3 (0-7) - -

Khoury-C 
[21]

2006 NRS 675 A, P 270 405 BM MA MUD - - 6 (0-7) - -

Ringden [3] 2010 NRS 465 - 260 205 BM, PB MA, RIC MFD, 
MUD

- - - MNC (range): 3.8 (0.2-59.3) MNC (range): 3.2 (0.6-63.8)

Singh [22] 2020 NRS 162 A 65 97 PB MA, RIC MFD, 
MUD

5 - - CD34 (range): 6.9 (2.1, 22.5) CD34 (range): 7.1 (2.1, 25.6)

George-A 
[23]

2020 NRS 1487 A 313 1174 PB MA, RIC MFD - -- - -

George-B 
[23]

2020 NRS 2075 A 417 1658 PB MA, RIC MUD - - - -

RCT: Randomised controlled trial, NRS: Non-randomised study; A: Adult; P: Pediatric; PB: Peripheral blood; BM: Bone marrow; MA: Myeloablative; RIC: Reduced intensity conditioning; MFD: Matched family donor; MUD: Matched unrelated 
donor; SC: Subcutaneous; IV: Intravenous; MNC: Multinucleated cells.
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between the two groups (Figure 7). A meta-
analysis of the four NRSs (n=185) showed the 
time to PE was 0.03 days (SMD) [(95% CI: -0.79, 

0.86); I2=86%] between the two groups (Figure 
8). The analysis did not find a difference in time 
to PE between the G-CSF and non-G-CSF arms.

Figure 2. Risk of bias (ROB) assessment of the included studies in meta-analysis for the outcome of Neutrophil 
engraftment.

Table 3. The methodological quality of the non-randomised studies (NRSs) using the Newcastle-Otta-
wa Scale (NOS)
The Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) of NRS studies
Study Outcomes assessed Remarks
Schriber (1994) [17] NE, ac GVHD II-IV Poor quality
Berger (1999) [18] All outcomes Good quality
Ozcan (2001) [19] All outcomes Good quality
Remberger (2003) [2] All outcomes Good quality
Ringdén (2004) [20] NE, ac GVHD II-IV, ch GVHD, OS Good quality for NE, Poor for others
Khoury (2006) [21] All outcomes except PE Good quality
Ringden (2010) [3] All outcomes Good quality
Singh (2021) [22] All outcomes Good quality
George (2020) [23] NE, HS Good quality
NE: Neutrophil engraftment; ac GVHD: Acute graft vs host disease; ch GVHD: Chronic graft vs host disease; PE: Platelet engraft-
ment; OS: Overall survival, HS: Hospital stay.

Figure 3. Forest plot of RCTs for neutrophil engraftment (NE).
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Acute GVHD grade II-IV

Out of a total of 18 comparison groups that 
reported on acute GVHD grade II-IV (n=6288), 6 
were RCTs (n=377) [11-16], and 12 were NRSs 
(n=5909) [2, 3, 17-22]. The meta-analysis of 
the RCTs for the above outcome showed a RR 
of 0.91 [(95% CI: 0.71, 1.17); I2=0%] (Figure 9). 
The analysis of the NRSs revealed a RR of 1.15 
[(95% CI: 0.95, 1.39); I2=60%] (Figure 10). 
Therefore, the use of G-CSF was not associated 
with an increased risk of acute GVHD grade 
II-IV. Funnel plots of RCTs and NRSs for the 
above outcome are provided in Supplementary 
Figures 7 and 8.

Chronic GVHD

Fourteen groups (n=6115); 4 RCTs (n=288) [11-
13, 15, 16] and 10 NRSs (n=5827) [2, 3, 18-21, 

1.11 [(95% CI: 1.00; 1.22); I2=53%] favoring the 
control arm (i.e., less incidence of ch GVHD with 
the use of G-CSF) (Figure 10). The forest plot of 
NRSs for GVHD (without outliers) is provided in 
Supplementary Figure 9.

Overall GVHD

When we analyzed the overall probability to 
cause GVHD (acute gr II to IV or chronic), the 
chance of any GVHD happening in the control/
placebo arm compared to the G-CSF arm, there 
was a RR=0.96 [(95% CI: 0.81, 1.14); I2=0%] for 
the RCTs (Figure 9) and RR=1.12 [(95% CI: 
1.02, 1.23); I2=57%] in the NRSs. It can be con-
cluded that there was no increased risk of 
acute GVHD (gr II to IV) or ch GVHD with the use 
of G-CSF. Although the RR for acute grade II-IV 
GVHD, chronic GVHD, and overall GVHD inci-

Figure 4. Forest plots of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for neutrophil engraftment (NE).

Figure 5. Forest plot of probability of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for neutrophil engraftment (NE).

Figure 6. Forest plot of probability of RCT for neutrophil engraftment (NE).

23] reported the outcomes for 
ch GVHD. On meta-analysis for 
the risk of ch GVHD, for the 
RCTs, the RR was 1.01 [(95% 
CI: 0.79; 1.28); I2=0%] (Figure 
9), and for the NRSs, it was 
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dence, after removing the outlier NRSs, was 
1.10, 1.11, and 1.10, respectively, the lower 
limit of the confidence intervals in all was touch-
ing the line of no difference (Supplementary 
Figure 9).

Duration of hospital stay

Out of 14 comparison groups: 5 RCTs (n=379) 
[11-16] and 9 NRSs (n=7110) [2, 3, 17-23] 
reported data in relation to HS. Amongst the 

Figure 7. Forest plot of RCTs for platelet engraftment (PE).

Figure 8. Forest plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for platelet engraftment (PE).

Figure 9. Forest plot of RCTs for GVHD.
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RCTs, two groups [11, 12, 16] provided only the 
median duration without range, so we conduct-
ed a meta-analysis of remaining RCTs [13-15] 
and found a HS of -1.04 days (SMD) [(95% CI: 
-1.91, -0.17); I2=86%], favoring the G-CSF arm 
(Figure 11). On excluding the outlier study we 
got a difference of-0.64 days (SMD) [(95% CI: 

-1.30; 0.03); I2=74%] (Supplementary Figure 
12). The analysis of 9 NRSs, revealed a differ-
ence in HS of -0.11 day (SMD) [(95% CI: -0.96; 
0.73); I2=100%] between the two arms (Figure 
12) and on exclusion of the outliers this value 
was 0.28 day (SMD) [(95% CI: -0.16; 0.73); 
I2=92%] (Supplementary Figure 15). There was 

Figure 10. Forest plot non-randomized studies (NRSs) for GVHD.

Figure 11. Forest plot of RCTs for Hospital stay (HS).
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no difference in the duration of hospitalization 
between the two arms. The funnel plots for 
RCTs and NRSs are provided in Supplementary 
Figures 10, 11, 13, and 14.

Overall survival

Data on OS was listed in 4 RCTs (n=2880) [11-
16] and a meta-analysis of these showed a RR 
of 1.06 [(95% CI: 0.90; 1.26); I2=0%] (Figure 
13). Amongst the NRSs, we performed a meta-
analysis of 6 groups that reported on OS 
(n=2946) [2, 3, 18-20], and a RR of 0.98 [(95% 
CI: 0.86; 1.13); I2=63%] was found (Figure 14). 
No difference in OS was noted between the two 
arms.

The summary of outcomes in G-CSF vs control/
placebo groups is described in Table 4.

Discussion

The decision to use G-CSF post allogeneic 
HSCT is debatable. Multiple RCTs and NRSs 
have been published to evaluate their role in 
HSCT outcomes. Whereas most studies have 
demonstrated a benefit in the shortening of the 
duration of neutropenia, it remains a subject of 
contention whether this benefit is clinically 
meaningful and whether it translates into suc-
cessful outcomes for other post HSCT parame-
ters like HS and OS.

The review by Trivedi et al. showed that with the 
use of G-CSF post allogenic HSCT, a faster NE 
was achieved by 1-2 days. The evidence was 
more substantial with the use of PB HSC. There 
was no effect on the time to PE, the incidence 
of GVHD, HS, and OS with the use of G-CSF. 

Figure 12. Forest plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for Hospital stay (HS).

Figure 13. Forest plot of RCTs for overall survival (OS).
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Figure 14. Forest plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for overall survival (OS).

Table 4. Summary of outcomes in G-CSF versus control/placebo groups
Outcomes of G-CSF versus control/placebo groups
Outcome No of comparison groups Effect 95% CI P I2

Neutrophil engraftment
    RCTs 3* -0.94 (SMD) -1.38; -0.51 0.21 35%
    NRSs 7* -1.20 (SMD) -1.43; -0.96 <0.01 74%
Platelet engraftment 
    RCTs 3* -0.10 (SMD) -0.44; -0.64 0.03 72%
    NRSs 4* 0.03 (SMD) -0.79; 0.86 <0.01 86%
ac GVHD II-IV
    RCTs 6 0.91 (RR) 0.71; 1.17 0.85 0%
    NRSs 11* 1.10 (RR) 1.00; 1.22 0.06 43%
ch GVHD
    RCTs 4 1.01 (RR) 0.79; 1.28 0.88 0%
    NRSs 10* 1.11 (RR) 1.00; 1.22 0.02 53%
Hospital stay
    RCTs 3* -0.64 (SMD) -1.30; 0.03 0.02 74%
    NRSs 4* 0.28 (SMD) -0.16; 0.73 <0.01 92%
Overall survival
    RCTs 4 1.06 (RR) 0.90; 1.26 0.95 0%
    NRSs 6 0.98 (RR) 0.86, 1.13 0.02 63%
*: After excluding outliers (the values that are not marked with * did not have outliers in the analysis); SMD: Standard mean 
difference; RCT: Randomized controlled trial; NRS: Non-randomized studies.

They concluded that the use of G-CSF was safe 
in patients undergoing allogeneic HSCT, as long 
as they receive PB HSC. No substantial conclu-
sion was made about the safety and efficacy of 
G-CSF with the use of BM HSC [1].

Dekker et al. in 2006 had published a system-
atic review and meta-analysis of the use of col-
ony-stimulating factors after HSCT. The review 
included both autologous and allogeneic HSCT, 

and the authors studied the use of both G-CSF 
and GM-CSF. They concluded that CSFs were 
associated with a small reduction in the risk of 
documented infections but did not affect infec-
tion or treatment-related mortality. There was 
also no change in the incidence of GVHD with 
the use of G-CSF [4].

In our systematic review, we found that there 
was earlier engraftment of neutrophils with the 
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use of G-CSF. Our results are consistent with 
the findings by Trivedi et al., who too found that 
G-CSF shortened the duration of neutropenia 
in autologous HSCT and reduced the time to 
engraftment in allogeneic HSCT by 1-2 days. A 
reduction in the risk of febrile neutropenia has 
also been documented by Wang et al. [24] in 
patients receiving myelosuppressive chemo-
therapy for those who received G-CSF. Cooper 
et al. also found a decrease in the FN risk in 
adult patients post-chemotherapy with the use 
of G-CSF [25]. The duration by which a faster 
NE was achieved is approximately one day with 
the use of G-CSF in our review (1.2 days for 
RCTs and 0.94 days for NRSs). We did not 
explore the clinical implication of this duration 
of earlier NE in terms of a cost and benefit anal-
ysis. The benefit of an earlier NE by one day in 
the G-CSF arm is debatable.

It is speculated that the use of G-CSF can lead 
to a delay in the engraftment of platelets due to 
a selective proliferation of myeloid progenitors 
[26]. Our analysis, however, did not find any dif-
ference in the time to PE with the use of G-CSF. 
This finding supports the level 1B evidence that 
administrations of CSFs do not delay PE post-
HSCT [1].

Several NRSs have shown an increased inci-
dence of GVHD with the use of CSFs [2, 27]. An 
increased IL-6 level in the donor cells, when 
exposed to G-CSF, has been postulated as a 
cause for the increased GVHD. This finding has, 
however has been refuted in the meta-analysis 
by Dekker et al. and Ho et al. [4, 28]. Similarly, 
Trivedi et al. reviewed 6 RCTs and found that 
the use of CSFs was not associated with an 
increase in the incidence of GVHD [1]. In our 
review, we found no increase in the risk of acute 
or chronic GVHD with the use of G-CSF. The RR 
for ac GVHD grade II-IV, ch GVHD, and overall 
GVHD incidence was 1.10, 1.11, and 1.10 
respectively for NRSs (i.e., decreased risk with 
the use of G-CSF) (Supplementary Figure 9); 
however, the lower limit of the confidence inter-
vals all the analyses was touching the line of no 
difference.

In our review and analysis, no difference in the 
duration of HS post HSCT was found between 
the two arms. In allogeneic HSCT, the duration 
of hospital stay has been found to be more with 
BMT than PBSC [2, 13, 18, 21, 29]. Both with 
PBSC and BMT, no significant difference has 

been found in the duration of HS with the use of 
G-CSF in both NRSs and RCTs [2, 13, 18, 21, 
29]. Trivedi et al. too have concluded in their 
review that the benefit of early engraftment 
with G-CSF has not been shown to significantly 
decrease the length of hospital stay or improve 
the survival outcomes [1]. It is prudent to con-
clude that the early NE, just by approximately 
one day, demonstrated in our analysis would 
not translate into a meaningful reduction in the 
duration of HS.

Ringden et al. [20] have shown a higher TRM 
and decreased OS with the use of G-CSF in 
patients undergoing BM HSCT. This has, how-
ever, not been supported by the findings of 
many other studies, where the use of G-CSF 
post HSCT has not been shown to affect TRM 
and OS irrespective of the source of HSC [1]. 
The trend of G-CSF not affecting the impor- 
tant post-transplant outcomes seen in other 
reviews also reflects in the OS of our study. 
Both the analysis of the RCTs and NRSs did not 
show a survival difference between the two 
arms.

Authors view

The authors conclude that post HSCT use of 
G-CSF is associated with a minimal benefit in 
reducing the duration of neutropenia. Although 
a cost and benefit analysis was not performed 
in this review, it is unlikely that G-CSF adminis-
tration would lead to clinical and financially rel-
evant differences in outcomes. In the author’s 
own experience, in patients of juvenile myelo-
monocytic leukemia (JMML), where the authors 
group doesn’t use GCSF post-HSCT, the time to 
neutrophil engraftment is later but not signifi-
cantly delayed in comparison to allogeneic 
HSCT where G-CSF is used.

Strengths

Our review was a robust systematic review and 
meta-analysis, which included both the NRSs 
and the RCTs that have tried to address the 
question. Previous analyses have included both 
G-CSF and GM-CSF, whereas G-CSF is the one 
mainly used for this indication nowadays. Our 
review focussed primarily on G-CSF and its use 
post-infusion of HSC in allogeneic HSCT. We 
conducted the meta-analysis of the NRSs and 
RCTs separately. Our review also comprehen-
sively analyzed the important early (NE, PE, and 
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ac GVHD), intermediate (hospital stay and ac 
GVHD), and late outcomes post HSCT (ch GVHD 
and OS).

Limitations

The limitations of our study were that we could 
not analyze all the outcomes post HSCT. We did 
not include the studies in languages other than 
English. The inclusion of a cost analysis would 
have made our study more comprehensive but 
couldn’t be done as most studies didn’t include 
it in their reporting. Based on donor type or 
stem cell source, subgroup analysis was not 
done as outcomes reported by the studies did 
not allow for the same.

Conclusions

In this systematic review of RCTs and NRSs 
evaluating the role of post-transplant G-CSF 
administration on HSCT-related outcomes, we 
found that there was a marginal benefit of 
approximately one day with the use of G-CSF 
for NE. The use of G-CSF did not alter time to 
PE, the incidence of GVHD, HS, and OS in both 
arms. The justification for G-CSF administration 
post-HSCT to achieve a benefit of one day for 
NE is debatable. The clinical and economic rel-
evance is questionable.
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Appendix 1. PRISMA 2009 Checklist

Section/topic # Checklist item Reported 
on page # 

TITLE 

    Title 1 Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both. 1

ABSTRACT 

    Structured summary 2 Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background; objectives; data 
sources; study eligibility criteria, participants, and interventions; study appraisal and 
synthesis methods; results; limitations; conclusions and implications of key findings; 
systematic review registration number. 

3

INTRODUCTION 

    Rationale 3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known. 3

    Objectives 4 Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to partici-
pants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS). 

3, 4

METHODS 

    Protocol and registration 5 Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web 
address), and, if available, provide registration information including registration 
number. 

4

    Eligibility criteria 6 Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report charac-
teristics (e.g., years considered, language, publication status) used as criteria for 
eligibility, giving rationale. 

4

    Information sources 7 Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, contact with 
study authors to identify additional studies) in the search and date last searched. 

4

    Search 8 Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any limits 
used, such that it could be repeated. 

Appendix 2 

    Study selection 9 State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in system-
atic review, and, if applicable, included in the meta-analysis). 

4

    Data collection process 10 Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, independently, 
in duplicate) and any processes for obtaining and confirming data from investigators. 

4

    Data items 11 List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding sources) 
and any assumptions and simplifications made. 

4

    Risk of bias in individual studies 12 Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including 
specification of whether this was done at the study or outcome level), and how this 
information is to be used in any data synthesis. 

4, 5

    Summary measures 13 State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means). 4, 5

    Synthesis of results 14 Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if done, 
including measures of consistency (e.g., I2) for each meta-analysis. 

4, 5

    Risk of bias across studies 15 Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative evidence (e.g., 
publication bias, selective reporting within studies). 

4, 5,  
appendix 3

    Additional analyses 16 Describe methods of additional analyses (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, 
meta-regression), if done, indicating which were pre-specified. 

NA

RESULTS 

    Study selection 17 Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, 
with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally with a flow diagram. 

4

    Study characteristics 18 For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (e.g., study size, 
PICOS, follow-up period) and provide the citations. 

Table 2

    Risk of bias within studies 19 Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome level assess-
ment (see item 12). 

Figure 2

    Results of individual studies 20 For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: (a) simple 
summary data for each intervention group (b) effect estimates and confidence inter-
vals, ideally with a forest plot. 

NA

    Synthesis of results 21 Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence intervals and 
measures of consistency. 

Figures 
4-15

    Risk of bias across studies 22 Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies (see Item 15). Figure 2,  
Appendix 3

    Additional analysis 23 Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, 
meta-regression [see Item 16]). 

NA

DISCUSSION 

    Summary of evidence 24 Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each main 
outcome; consider their relevance to key groups (e.g., healthcare providers, users, 
and policy makers). 

6-8

    Limitations 25 Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at review-level 
(e.g., incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting bias). 

8
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    Conclusions 26 Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and 
implications for future research. 

9

FUNDING 

    Funding 27 Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support (e.g., supply 
of data); role of funders for the systematic review. 

NA

From: Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009). Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses: The PRISMA State-
ment. PLoS Med 6(7): e1000097. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed1000097. For more information, visit: www.prisma-statement.org.

Appendix 2-1. Search strategy employed for PubMed
18 ((((Allogenic) OR (Allogeneic)) AND (((((((hematopoietic stem cell transplant$) OR (bone marrow transplant$)) OR (HSCT)) OR (Peripheral 

blood Stem cell Transplant$)) OR (PBSCT)) OR (Stem Cell Transplant$)) OR (BMT))) NOT (Autologous)) AND (((((((Granulocyte colony stimu-
lating Factor$) OR (G-CSF)) OR (GCSF)) OR (Filgrastim)) OR (Lenograstim)) OR (Biosimilar GCSF)) OR (Biosimilar$ Granulocyte Colony 
stimulating Factor$))

17 ((((Allogenic) OR (Allogeneic)) AND (((((((hematopoietic stem cell transplant$) OR (bone marrow transplant$)) OR (HSCT)) OR (Peripheral 
blood Stem cell Transplant$)) OR (PBSCT)) OR (Stem Cell Transplant$)) OR (BMT))) NOT (Autologous)) AND (((((((Granulocyte colony stimu-
lating Factor$) OR (G-CSF)) OR (GCSF)) OR (Filgrastim)) OR (Lenograstim)) OR (Biosimilar GCSF)) OR (Biosimilar$ Granulocyte Colony 
stimulating Factor$))

16 ((((((Granulocyte colony stimulating Factor$) OR (G-CSF)) OR (GCSF)) OR (Filgrastim)) OR (Lenograstim)) OR (Biosimilar GCSF)) OR (Bio-
similar$ Granulocyte Colony stimulating Factor$)

15 Biosimilar$ Granulocyte Colony stimulating Factor$

14 Biosimilar GCSF

13 ((((Granulocyte colony stimulating Factor$) OR (G-CSF)) OR (GCSF)) OR (Filgrastim)) OR (Lenograstim)

12 (((Allogenic) OR (Allogeneic)) AND (((((((hematopoietic stem cell transplant$) OR (bone marrow transplant$)) OR (HSCT)) OR (Peripheral 
blood Stem cell Transplant$)) OR (PBSCT)) OR (Stem Cell Transplant$)) OR (BMT))) NOT (Autologous)

11 ((((((hematopoietic stem cell transplant$) OR (bone marrow transplant$)) OR (HSCT)) OR (Peripheral blood Stem cell Transplant$)) OR 
(PBSCT)) OR (Stem Cell Transplant$)) OR (BMT)

10 (Allogenic) OR (Allogeneic)

9 Allogeneic

8 Allogenic

7 BMT

6 Stem Cell Transplant$

5 PBSCT

4 Peripheral blood Stem cell Transplant$

3 HSCT

2 bone marrow transplant$

1 hematopoietic stem cell transplant$

Appendix 2-2. Search strategy employed for Embase
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Appendix 2-3. Search strategy employed for CENTRAL (Cochrane Controlled Trials Register)
#1 Granulocyte colony stimulating factor 4234
#2 MeSH descriptor: [Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor] explode all trees 1494
#3 MeSH descriptor: [Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation] explode all trees 1370
#4 #2 AND #3 259
Total 259

Appendix 3. Eggers Test
Analysis Eggers’ test of the intercept Publication bias
NE duration
    NRS with outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 

-3.872 -22.68 - 14.93 -0.404 0.694
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    NRS with no outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 
1.731 -0.56 - 4.02 1.484 0.198

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
    RCT with outliers intercept 95% CI t p Yes 

-8.323 -12.11 - -4.53 -4.302 0.013
Eggers’ test indicates the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    RCT with no outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 
-9.712 -59.48 - 40.05 -0.383 0.767

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
NE probability
    NRS intercept 95% CI t p No 

0.937 -0.75 - 2.63 1.088 0.318
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    RCT - only one study - not done - - 
GVHD
    RCT intercept 95% CI t p No 

-1.108 -2.53 - 0.31 -1.533 0.163
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    NRS intercept 95% CI t p No 
-0.058 -1.4 - 1.29 -0.084 0.934

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
Survival
    NRS intercept 95% CI t p No 

2.389 0.53 - 4.25 2.522 0.0652
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    RCT intercept 95% CI t p No 
0.754 0.31 - 1.2 3.302 0.0807

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
Hospital stay
    NRS with outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 

7.727 -18.76 - 34.22 0.572 0.585
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    RCT with outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 
-13.629 -23.4 - -3.86 -2.734 0.112

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
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    NRS with no outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 
-0.013 -10.76 - 10.73 -0.002 0.998

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
    RCT with no outliers intercept 95% CI t p No 

-19.899 -64.11 - 24.31 -0.882 0.5397882
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

Platelet 
    NRS intercept 95% CI t p No 

14.605 -27.66 - 56.87 0.677 0.568
Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.

    RCT intercept 95% CI t p No 
2.161 -7.26 - 11.59 0.449 0.7311

Eggers’ test does not indicate the presence of funnel plot asymmetry.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Funnel plots of RCTs for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (with outliers).

Supplementary Figure 2. Funnel plots of RCTs for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (without outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 3. Forest plot of RCTs for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (without outliers).

Supplementary Figure 4. Funnel plots of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (with 
outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 5. Funnel plots for non-randomized studies (NRSs) for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (without 
outliers).

Supplementary Figure 6. Forest plots for non-randomized studies (NRSs) for neutrophil engraftment (NE) (without 
outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 7. Funnel plot of RCTs for GVHD.

Supplementary Figure 8. Funnel plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for GVHD (without outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 9. Forest plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for GVHD (without outliers).

Supplementary Figure 10. Funnel plot of RCTs for hospital stay (HS) (with outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 11. Funnel plot of RCTs for hospital stay (HS) (without outliers).

Supplementary Figure 12. Forest plot of RCTs for Hospital stay (HS) (without outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 13. Funnel plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for hospital stay (HS) (with outliers).

Supplementary Figure 14. Funnel plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for hospital stay (HS) (without outliers).
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Supplementary Figure 15. Forest plot of non-randomized studies (NRSs) for Hospital stay (HS) (without outliers).


